INSKIP ST. PETER’S C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Learning, Loving and Living with Jesus
Keep your roots deep in Jesus Christ the Lord, build your lives on him
and always be thankful. Colossians 2:7

Compassion Friendship Respect Forgiveness Trust Thankfulness

German Learning Overview
2021-22
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Food and clothes

Years 3 & 4

Greetings and
requests
(food)

Hobbies and
interests

People and animals
(using adjectives
and prepositions)

Around the world
(adjectives and
prepositions)

Learning about
Germany (language
in context)

Food and clothes

Years 5 & 6

Greetings and
requests
(food)

Hobbies and
interests

People and animals
(using adjectives
and prepositions)

Around the world
(adjectives and
prepositions)

Learning about
Germany (language
in context)

2022-23 Cycle A

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Hello! How are
you? Greetings and
feelings

Visitors from
Germany! Animals and
colours

Fruit salad & the
broken washing
machine – likes &
dislikes and clothes

Time for breakfast
& the workout –
food and drink,
body parts

Franzi’s Birthday Numbers and
birthdays, asking
questions

Sunglasses or
umbrella? weather and the
yearly cycle

In the canteen –
extend food
vocabulary

In the school
garden –
prepositions and

In a new country
– food and verbs
in present tense

On the
playground –
express physical

In the library -

Behind the scenes
– clothes and
adjectives

state, past and
present verbs

garden
vocabulary

Hobbies and
extending
invitations

2023-24 Cycle B

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

A new phone –
numbers and
animals, yearly
cycle and hobbies

Christmas in
Germany – German
Christmas
traditions and
vocabulary

Felix’s Birthday Clothes, birthday,
use of the verb
haben

The book – German
alphabet, reading a
story in German.
School vocabulary

A masterpiece in
the letterbox –
Likes and dislikes,
descriptive
vocabulary

Magic Holiday
Plans – continents
and movement
verbs

Arriving in a new
city - apologies,
airport
vocabulary

North, South, East
or West? - times
of day and
intensifiers

An unpleasant car
trip – numbers to
2000, toys, food
and clothes

A canoe
adventure in
Leipzig – words in
excursions, more
verb vocabulary

An old friend at
the vets – jobs
and pets,
question words

A city full of
surprises - time
adverbials, food
and drink

